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LSCM 3960: 
LOGISTICS & 

SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT 

Fall 2018 
 

 
 
Course Instructor: Professor Paul Rowe 
Office: BLB 379E 
Email: Paul.Rowe@unt.edu 
 
Office Hours: Thursday 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM or by appointment 
 
Course Meeting Times: Section 1: Tu/Th 12:30 PM - 1:50 PM (BLB 080) 
 
Course Text:    Supply Chain Management: A Logistics Perspective. 10th Edition, Voyle, 

Langley, Novack, Gibson: Cengage Learning, ISBN 13: 978-1305859975; ISBN 
10: 1305859979.  NOTE: Do not purchase or rent the international version. 

 
    Supplementary readings taken from the current business literature will be 

used to illustrate how actual firms are dealing with operations issues.  
 
Course Material: The Supply Chain Game requires a $24 fee that is paid through the Responsive 

Learning website.  

Course Overview 
Logistics Management — that part of supply chain management that plans, implements, and controls 
the efficient, effective forward and reverse flow and storage of goods, services, and related information 
between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements.1  

This class presents a synthesis of principles in logistics and supply chain activities emphasizing 
integration of transportation, inventory, warehousing, facility location, customer service, packaging, and 
materials handling. All of these areas provide the knowledge for planning, organizing, operating, and 
controlling supply chains following sound business logistics principles. A main goal of this course is to 
enable students incorporate these principles under an overall conceptual supply chain strategy 
framework. Another important objective is to develop among students a greater ability to apply these 
principles to effectively solve practical supply chain management problems. 

 Specifically, this course will prepare you to: 
1. Explain and quantify the effect Supply Chain and Logistics processes have on other functional 

areas of the firm. 

                                                
1 Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals’ glossary. 
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2. Identify, implement, and measure the effectiveness of multiple forecasting methods given a 
variety of demand patterns.  

3. Establish an inventory policy that effectively balances the trade-offs between customer service 
and costs. 

4. Identify the trade-offs associated with various supply chain decisions and calculate the total 
costs associated with these decisions.  

 
To accomplish these goals, the class includes a mid-term and a final exam. The exams are 

designed to help students synthesize course material in a holistic fashion.  The course also includes 
online quizzes, discussion articles, and other tools to encourage students to work on and integrate class 
principles throughout the semester.  Therefore, students are expected to put in effort outside and inside 
the classroom working on assignments.  
  

Finally, students will have the opportunity to manage a simulated supply chain.  Teams will 
analyze a less than optimal strategy, develop an improved strategy, and implement their plans within a 
simulated environment. Teams will share their observations with the rest of the class and learn from 
each other’s experiences and opinions.  Students may be called upon to present their viewpoints in the 
classroom and actively participate in discussions with other class participants throughout the semester. 

Grading 
Excel Certification  100 points 
Ten (10) Online Quizzes  200 points 
Supply Chain Simulation  200 points 
Mid-Term Exam   200 points 
Final Exam   200 points 
TOTAL    900 points 
 

MS-Excel Certification  
Our industry partners have emphasized the need for our students to have spreadsheet skills and we 
have listened. COB has an initiative to certify all COB students in MS-Excel at no cost to the student.   
 
If a student has certified at the basic level in another class, they should provide proper documentation 
of this to Jami McQueen no later than Friday, February 8th at 5:00 PM.  They will then be given full credit 
(100 points). 
 
For those not previously certified, the points will be earned by completing modules in TESTING mode 
with a 70% or better as follows: 
15 point – Completing the 3 Core Skill Review modules no later than Friday, February 8th at 5:00 PM 
15 points – Completing the 3 Practice Exam modules & the 3 Core Skill Review modules no later than 
Friday, March 1st at 5:00 PM 
20 points – Completing all 8 modules (6 prior modules and 2 Project modules) no later than Friday, 
March 29th at 5:00 PM 
50 points – Passing the MS-Excel exam no later than Friday, April 26th at 5:00 PM 

Online Quizzes 
Eleven (11) online quizzes will be administered over the course of the semester.  Each quiz will consist of 
10 total questions – mix of True/False and Multiple Choice – and have a 15-minute time limit.  The best 
ten (10) will be used for your final grade, i.e. your lowest score will be dropped.  The quizzes are 
designed to ensure students are keeping up with the readings.  They are also designed to give students 
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an indication of the type of questions they may see on the multiple choice and True-False portion of 
exams. 

Supply Chain Simulation 
Before the mid-term, we will form teams consisting of four to six students each.  The project will revolve 
around logistics management and supply chain network design decisions using a supply chain network 
simulation.2  SC Game I is the One Region game and SC Game II is the Network game. 

There will be 5 parts to this assignment: 

1) SC Game I (One Region – 50 points possible) – This is a 5-day continuous-run game.  For each 24-
hour period, if a team makes a change to any parameter during that 24-hour period, then all 
members of the team will receive 10 points.  If no changes are made, then each member will 
receive 0 points for that day.  There are five (5) 24-hour periods and each is graded 
independently of the other time periods.  The first 24-hour period begins with the 
commencement of the game.  The second 24-hour period begins 24 hours after the 
commencement of the game, etc. 

2) SC Game II Strategy Write-Up (30 points possible) – Each team will submit a 1-2 page paper (PDF 
format) outlining their strategy and any financial, forecasting, or other calculations they have 
done in support of their strategy.  Points will be awarded based on thoroughness of their 
analysis. 

3) SC Game II Performance (90 points possible) – Points will be awarded based on performance.   
1st place will receive 90 points, 2nd place receives 89 points, 3rd place received 88 points, etc.  In 
other words, 1 point is deducted for every position a team is away from the 1st place team 
(regardless of dollar difference).  If a team equals the game’s default “Do Nothing” team, they 
will receive 45 points (regardless of final overall ranking).  If a team does worse than the “Do 
Nothing” team, the team will receive 40 points (regardless of final overall ranking). 

4) SC Game II Team Write-Up (20 points possible) – Each team will submit a 2-page paper (PDF 
format) discussing their main “Lessons Learned” and “What we could have done differently” 
from the SC Game II.  Any exhibits a team includes are not included in the page limit.  Exhibits 
are not required.  Points will be awarded based on depth of insights. 

5) Team Evaluation (10 points possible) – Each team member will individually submit an evaluation 
of all their team members, including themselves.  If the evaluation is fully completed and 
submitted by the deadline, the individual will receive 10 points.  Otherwise, the individual 
receives 0 points. 

There is time in the course schedule devoted to in-class group work on the simulation. This serves two 
purposes: (1) To provide a guaranteed time when no team members should have meeting conflicts, and  
(2) To provide an opportunity for the entire team to meet with the instructor to discuss project issues 
and answer questions.  Please use these opportunities wisely.  You are still encouraged and expected to 
meet outside of the designated class times with your team to develop and execute your strategies. 

With any group project, there is a risk that one or more individuals will try to obtain a “free ride,” 
assuming that teammates will pick up the slack out of concern for their own grades.  This situation is 
clearly unfair to those who care about doing well on the project.  The following policies are intended to 
lessen the likelihood and mitigate the effects of such events in this course:  

                                                
2 You will need to pay a $24 fee on the Responsive Learning website to access the simulation software. 
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1) On the date the project report is due, each student will submit a confidential peer review describing 
the contribution of each of the members of the team.  These statements of individual contributions 
to team efforts may be used to modify the project scores for some individuals on the team. 

2) The final exam will contain questions relating to the SC Simulation.  Students that have not 
participated will be at a distinct disadvantage on these questions.   

Mid-Term and Final Exams 
The mid-term and final exam will be in-class exams. Exams will consist of a series of True/False, Multiple 
Choice, Short Answer, and Problems. The final exam will be similar to the mid-term and be administered 
as dictated by the university exam schedule.  

Re-Grade Request Policy 
Students have seven (7) calendar days from the date a grade is posted to Canvas to submit a written 
request for a regrade via email.  The email must clearly state the rationale for the appeal and provide 
evidence to support your position. For example, you may cite text references, PowerPoint slides, or 
outside readings to support your position.  These must be clearly referenced by title and page number. 
The rationale should be objective in nature and should not include subjective opinions. Appeals that do 
not provide supporting rationale and specific reference(s) to course materials will be returned without 
consideration. 

Late Assignments, Absence from Class Meetings, and Electronic Devices 
Late assignments will not be accepted for any reason.  No extra credit assignments will be provided 
since any opportunity afforded to one student must be offered to all students. 

If you must miss class for any reason, it is considered a courtesy to the instructor to notify him prior to 
the class meeting, preferably vie e-mail, indicating the date of the class from which you will be absent 
and the reason for the absence.  Any work due on the date that you miss class must still be turned in on 
or before that date. 

Electronic Devices3 (laptops, cellphones, etc.) are not allowed during lectures or exams.  Only a “flat 
device” may be used in class, as long as it does not disturb other students, such as keyboard or mouse 
clicking.  Many students find the use of laptops during class to be distracting. Therefore, except when 
instructed by the professor, please refrain from using your laptop or other electronic devices during 
class.  Class material will be available on Canvas or will be handed out during class. 

  

                                                
3 Calculators are not considered an electronic device for the purposes of this course. 
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Letter Grades 
Final grades are based on the performance of all students officially enrolled in the course using the scale 
below. The professor reserves the right to adjust the grading scale to the students’ advantage using the 
“grading by the gaps” method OR a traditional A = 90%, B = 80%, C = 70%, D = 60%, F < 60%. 

 

Information Concerning Written Work 
To the extent that this is feasible, all assignments in this course will be turned in via Canvas.  Specific 
formatting guidelines and submission expectations for written work will be provided as necessary.  
Generally, written submissions will receive grades for both content and writing quality.  Some written 
submissions will also receive a separate grade for analysis.  The basis for these grades is as follows: 

Content—This portion of the grade reflects the quality of the ideas presented in the submission.  It is 
based on an assessment of the range, depth, quality, and originality of ideas; the logic of the arguments 
made; the existence of an appropriate sense of complexity of the topic at hand; and the existence of an 
appropriate awareness and recognition of opposing views.   

Writing Quality—This portion of the grade reflects the organization and development of the submission, 
its clarity, its use of proper grammar and mechanics, the effectiveness of the writing style employed, 
and the professionalism of the submission’s appearance.  Failure to adhere to formatting guidelines 
(margin widths, line spacing, font size, etc.) will result in a 20% reduction in the writing quality score. 

Analysis—This portion of the grade will reflect the depth and accuracy of any computations or 
mathematics necessary to support the written work. 

Academic Integrity 
Academic integrity emanates from a culture that embraces the core values of trust and honesty 
necessary for full learning to occur. As a student-centered public research university, UNT promotes the 
integrity of the learning process by establishing and enforcing academic standards. Academic dishonesty 
breaches the mutual trust necessary in an academic environment and undermines all scholarship. 
Academic dishonesty includes cheating, plagiarism, forging the signature of the instructor or of another 
student, fabrication, and/or facilitating or sabotaging the academic dishonesty of other students. 

Any suspected occurrence of academic dishonesty will be investigated and handled in accordance with 
UNT policy and procedures. The following academic penalties may be assessed at the instructor’s 
discretion upon determination that academic dishonesty has occurred. Admonitions and educational 
assignments are not appealable. 

1. Admonition. Student may be issued a verbal or written warning.  

2. Assignment of Educational Coursework. Student may be required to perform additional 
coursework not required of other students in the specific course.  

3. Partial or no credit for an assignment or assessment. Instructor may award partial or no credit 
for the assignment or assessment on which the student engaged in academic dishonesty, to be 
calculated into the final course grade. 

4. Course Failure. Instructor may assign a failing grade for the course. 

A = Top 20% of class     
B = Next 40% of class    
C = Next 20% of class    
D = Next 10% of class    
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Should the procedure for appeal of a case of academic dishonesty extend beyond the date when the 
instructor submits course grades for the semester, the student will be assigned a grade that reflects the 
penalty, which shall be adjusted, as appropriate, at the conclusion of any appeal process.  

Specific details and description of UNT’s Policy on Student Standards of Academic Integrity (18.1.16) and 
students’ right to appeal are available at http://policy.unt.edu/sites/default/files/untpolicy/pdf/7-
Student_Affairs-Academic_Integrity.pdf.  

If a student knows of another student engaging in academic dishonesty, it is incumbent upon them to 
report it to the instructor or other school official. 

Disabilities Accommodations 
In accordance with university policies and state and federal regulations, UNT is committed to full 
academic access for all qualified students, including those with disabilities. To this end, all academic 
units are willing to make reasonable and appropriate adjustments to the classroom environment and 
the teaching, testing, or learning methodologies in order to facilitate equality of educational access for 
persons with disabilities. Students seeking accommodation must first register with the Office of 
Disability Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will provide 
the student with an accommodation letter to be hand delivered to the instructor to begin a private 
discussion regarding the student’s specific needs in the course. 
 
Students may request accommodations at any time; however, ODA notices of accommodation should 
be provided as early as possible in the semester to avoid any delay in implementation. Every semester, 
students must obtain a new letter of accommodation, and they must meet with each faculty member 
prior to implementation in each class. 

For additional information, visit the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA) in Sage Hall, suite 167, or 
their website at http://disability.unt.edu. You may also contact the ODA office by phone at 940-565-
4323. Specific information on UNT’s policies related to disability accommodations is available at 
http://policy.unt.edu/policy/18-1-14.  

Please note that disability accommodations are not retroactively applied to the start of a course. 
Accommodations in the course become effective after the student has delivered an official 
accommodation letter from UNT’s ODA. 

The College of Business Administration complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act in making 
reasonable accommodation for qualified students with a disability.  If you have an established disability, 
as defined in the Americans with Disabilities Act and would like to request accommodation, please see 
Prof. Rowe as soon as possible. 

Students who are accommodated MUST take their exams at the ODA Center. Accommodation for the 
MS Excel certification requires at least a three-week lead time.  Plan accordingly. 

Final Grade Appeals, Changes, Awarding and Removal of an ‘I”  
This instructor strictly follows the guidelines set forth in the current Undergraduate Catalog for grade 
appeals, changes, and the awarding and removal of an ‘Incomplete.’ Please check the latest Catalog for 
details and procedures.  

Requests to Drop the Class 
We want you to succeed in this class and at UNT. If you are concerned about your progress in the 
course, or believe you need to drop for other reasons, it is important that you contact the instructor as 
soon as possible. We want to make sure that dropping the course is your best or only option. 
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There are consequences to dropping classes that extend beyond losing your invested time, money, and 
effort. Dropping one or more classes may make you ineligible for financial aid. There are also limits on 
the number of courses you can drop. You can learn more about this at 
http://registrar.unt.edu/registration/dropping-class. 
 
If you absolutely have to drop the course, you must pick up a drop form from the Eagle Student Services 
Center and take it to the instructor for her/his signature. Once the instructor signs the form, you are 
responsible for taking it to the Registrar’s Office in the Eagle Student Services Center to have it 
processed. Please be aware that when you choose to drop can affect your grade.  Therefore, be sure to 
check with the Registrar’s Office for important dates. 

Campus Carry & Concealed Hanguns 
In accordance with state law and UNT policy, students who are licensed may carry a concealed handgun 
on campus premises except in locations and at any function, event, and program prohibited by law or by 
this policy.  UNT’s concealed handgun policy can be found at https://campuscarry.unt.edu.  

Sexual Discrimination, Harassment & Assault 
UNT is committed to providing an environment free of all forms of discrimination and sexual 
harassment, including sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking. If you (or 
someone you know) has experienced or experiences any of these acts of aggression, please know that 
you are not alone. The federal Title IX law makes it clear that violence and harassment based on sex and 
gender are Civil Rights offenses. UNT has staff members trained to support you in navigating campus 
life, accessing health and counseling services, providing academic and housing accommodations, helping 
with legal protective orders, and more.  
  
UNT’s Dean of Students’ website offers a range of on-campus and off-campus resources to help support 
survivors, depending on their unique needs: http://deanofstudents.unt.edu/resources_0.  You can reach 
UNT’s Student Advocate at SurvivorAdvocate@unt.edu or by calling the Dean of Students’ office at 940-
565-2648.  You are not alone.  We are here to help. 
 
Emergency Notifications & Procedures 
UNT uses a system called Eagle Alert to quickly notify you with critical information in the event of an 
emergency (i.e., severe weather, campus closing, and health and public safety emergencies like chemical 
spills, fires, or violence). The system sends voice messages (and text messages upon permission) to the 
phones of all currently enrolled students. Please make certain to update your phone numbers at 
https://my.unt.edu/.  
 
Some helpful emergency preparedness actions include:  

1) Know the evacuation routes and severe weather shelter areas in the buildings where your 
classes are held, 

2) Determine how you will contact family and friends if phones are temporarily unavailable, and  
3) Identify where you will go if you need to evacuate the Denton area suddenly.  

 
In the event of a university closure, please refer to Canvas for changes to the course schedule. 
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Course Schedule 

 
 

  

WEEK DATE COURSE TOPICS ONLINE QUIZ
Jan 15 Course Overview & Ch 1 - SCM: An Overview
Jan 17 Ch 3 - Role of Logistics in SC Ch 3 Quiz
Jan 22 Ch 10 - Distribution Ch 10 Quiz
Jan 24 Ch 11 - Transportation Ch 11 Quiz
Jan 29 Ch 9 - Managing Inventory Ch 9 Quiz
Jan 31 Ch 9 - Managing Inventory
Feb 5 Ch 9 - Managing Inventory
Feb 7 Ch 4 - Network Design Ch 4 Quiz

Feb 12 Optimization Techniques & Examples
Feb 14 Optimization Techniques & Examples
Feb 19 Optimization Techniques & Examples
Feb 21 Simulation Techniques & Examples
Feb 26 Ch 15 - Strategic Management Ch 15 Quiz
Feb 28 SC Game Registration & Mid-Term Review
Mar 5 GUEST SPEAKER
Mar 7 MID-TERM EXAM

Mar 12
Mar 14
Mar 19 SC Game I Planning & Start
Mar 21 Ch 12 - Aligning SC Ch 12 Quiz
Mar 26 SC Game I Debrief
Mar 28 SC Game Team Time Ch 5 Quiz
Apr 2 Ch 5 - Sourcing
Apr 4 Ch 14 - SC Technology Ch 14 Quiz
Apr 9 SC Game II Planning & Start

Apr 11 SC Game Team Time
Apr 16 GUEST SPEAKER
Apr 18 SC Game II Debrief Ch 13 Quiz
Apr 23 Ch 13 - SC Performance Measurement
Apr 25 Ch 8 - Order Mgmt & Customer Service Ch 8 Quiz
Apr 30 Reverse Logistics
May 2 Final Exam Review

FINAL May 9

1

2

3

8

7

6

5

4

10

9

10:30 AM - 12:30 PM (PER UNIVERSITY EXAM CALENDAR)

16

14

13

12

11

15

SPRING BREAK
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MY TURN: MAKING THE GRADE 
BY KURT WIESENFELD 

Newsweek, June 17, 1996, p. 16 
 

was a rookie error. After 10 years I should have known better, but I went to my office the day after 
final grades were posted. There was a tentative knock on the door. "Professor Wiesenfeld? I took 

your Physics 2121 class? I flunked it? I wonder if there's anything I can do to improve my grade?" I 
thought: "Why are you asking me? Isn't it too late to worry about it? Do you dislike making declarative 
statements?"  
 
After the student gave his tale of woe and left, the phone rang. "I got a D in your class. Is there any way 
you can change it to 'Incomplete'?" Then the e-mail assault began: "I'm shy about coming in to talk to 
you, but I'm not shy about asking for a better grade. Anyway, it's worth a try." The next day I had three 
phone messages from students asking me to call them. I didn't.  
 
Time was, when you received a grade, that was it. You might groan and moan, but you accepted it as the 
outcome of your efforts or lack thereof (and, yes, sometimes a tough grader). In the last few years, 
however, some students have developed a disgruntled consumer approach. If they don't like their grade, 
they go to the "return" counter to trade it in for something better.  
 
What alarms me is their indifference toward grades as an indication of personal effort 
and performance. Many, when pressed about why they think they deserve a better grade, 
admit they don't deserve one but would like one anyway. Having been raised on gold 
stars for effort and smiley faces for self-esteem, they've learned that they can get by 
without hard work and real talent if they can talk the professor into giving them a break. 
This attitude is beyond cynicism. There's a weird innocence to the assumption that one 
expects (even deserves) a better grade simply by begging for it. With that outlook, I 
guess I shouldn't be as flabbergasted as I was that 12 students asked me to change their 
grades after final grades were posted.  

Many 
students 

wheedle for a 
degree 

as if it were a 
freebie T shirt 

 
That's 10 percent of my class who let three months of midterms, quizzes and lab reports slide until long 
past remedy. My graduate student calls it hyperrational thinking: if effort and intelligence don't matter, 
why should deadlines? What matters is getting a better grade through an unearned bonus, the academic 
equivalent of a freebie T shirt or toaster giveaway. Rewards are disconnected from the quality of one's 
work. An act and its consequences are unrelated, random events. 
 
Their arguments for wheedling better grades often ignore academic performance. Perhaps they feel it's not 
relevant. "If my grade isn't raised to a D I'll lose my scholarship." "If you don't give me a C, I'll flunk 
out." One sincerely overwrought student pleaded, "If I don't pass, my life is over." This is tough stuff to 
deal with. Apparently, I'm responsible for someone's losing a scholarship, flunking out or deciding 
whether life has meaning. Perhaps these students see me as a commodities broker with something they 
want -- a grade. Though intrinsically worthless, grades, if properly manipulated, can be traded for what 
has value: a degree, which means a job, which means money. The one thing college actually offers -- a 
chance to learn -- is considered irrelevant, even less than worthless, because of the long hours and hard 
work required.  
 
In a society saturated with surface values, love of knowledge for its own sake does sound eccentric. The 
benefits of fame and wealth are more obvious. So is it right to blame students for reflecting the superficial 
values saturating our society?  
 
Yes, of course it's right. These guys had better take themselves seriously now, because our country will be 
forced to take them seriously later, when the stakes are much higher. They must recognize that their 
attitude is not only self-destructive but socially destructive. The erosion of quality control--giving 

It 
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appropriate grades for actual accomplishments--is a major concern in my department. One colleague 
noted that a physics major could obtain a degree without ever answering a written exam question 
completely. How? By pulling in enough partial credit and extra credit. And by getting breaks on grades.  
 
But what happens once she or he graduates and gets a job? That's when the misfortunes of eroding 
academic standards multiply. We lament that schoolchildren get "kicked upstairs" until they graduate 
from high school despite being illiterate and mathematically inept, but we seem unconcerned with college 
graduates whose less blatant deficiencies are far more harmful if their accreditation exceeds their 
qualifications.  
 
Most of my students are science and engineering majors. If they're good at getting partial credit but not at 
getting the answer right, then the new bridge breaks or the new drug doesn't work. One finds examples 
here in Atlanta. Last year a light tower in the Olympic Stadium collapsed, killing a worker. It collapsed 
because an engineer miscalculated how much weight it could hold. A new 12-story dormitory could 
develop dangerous cracks due to a foundation that's uneven by more than six inches. The error resulted 
from incorrect data being fed into a computer. I drive past that dorm daily on my way to work, wondering 
if a foundation crushed under kilotons of weight is repairable or if this structure will have to be 
demolished. Two 10,000-pound steel beams at the new natatorium collapsed in March, crashing into the 
student athletic complex. (Should we give partial credit since no one was hurt?) Those are real-world 
consequences of errors and lack of expertise.  
 
But the lesson is lost on the grade-grousing 10 percent. Say that you won't (not can't, but won't) change 
the grade they deserve to what they want, and they're frequently bewildered or angry. They don't think it's 
fair that they're judged according to their performance, not their desires or "potential." They don't think 
it's fair that they should jeopardize their scholarships or be in danger of flunking out simply because they 
could not or did not do their work. But it's more than fair; it's necessary to help preserve a minimum 
standard of quality that our society needs to maintain safety and integrity. I don't know if the 13th-hour 
students will learn that lesson, but I've learned mine. From now on, after final grades are posted, I'll lie 
low until the next quarter starts. 
 


